When you were little, where did you play?

draw a map

write about what you drew
What do you see?
What does it mean?
Speech Acts

- apologize
- lie
- confess
- negate
- deny
The Box (everyday)

| The Outside | Collect language you see and hear |

| The Inside | Collect a set of instructions |

Find something ruined

Find something that will last
The Box

| Make a list of what’s in and around your box |
| Tell a story of an object |
| Pick one set of instructions and follow it in writing in someway |
Tropes

| Simile       |
| Metaphor     |
| Cause and effect |
| Contrast and Contradiction |
| Repetition   |
| Equation     |
| Subordination (dependency) |
Tropes (cont...)

- Exaggeration
- Anaphora (insistent repetition of initial phrases)
- Neologism/Portmanteaux (pushing words together in unexpected ways)
I know...
I don’t know...
I wish I knew...
I never knew...
I might have known...
I can’t know...
I’ll never know...
I used to know...
I should have known...
I once knew...
I will know...
If I only knew...
I thought I knew...
Speech Acts (cont...)

- argue
- excuse
- equivocate
- plead
- obsess
- use non sequitors
- leap
- admonish
- question
- blame
- rage
- perseverate
- curse
- insinuate